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how to pass variables to webservice i try to implement a view for odoo 8
webservice. when i use 'get' method, an error appear on the server (
Odoo warn you that you will have a error if you use non core module) : An
exception has been raised during rendering. Message=Server error:
Unsupported default form parameter here is my code : >>> from
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>>> @check_errors(http_method='get', http_accept='application/json')
def test(self): """ View to test a webservice """ print("in test") #print('cs
obj', self.value)
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music,. 2 + DLCs] Repack by xatab Download Forza Horizon 4: Ultimate
Edition [v 1. Dynamic seasons .Chairman and CEO of Accenture Anita
Dunn who has been named as the first female chair of the Republican
National Committee Former Washington Post reporter and current White
House communications director Anita Dunn has been named chair of the
Republican National Committee, according to a statement sent to Yahoo
News. Dunn, who served as editor of The Washington Post’s Style section,
was confirmed by RNC members in Florida on Tuesday. The appointment
has yet to be confirmed by the full party. Dunn left The Washington Post
in 2013 after nearly three decades at the newspaper where she served as
assistant managing editor. She was recruited by President Barack Obama
in 2009 to serve as his Director of Media Messaging where she oversaw
television, radio, digital and print communications. From 2009-2011 she
was the political editor of The Washington Post. She worked as an editor
and reporter at The Washington Post from 1983-2001 and served as a
political writer and reporter for NBC News from 2001-2009. In 2012, she
launched the online venture, Autopeople.com, dedicated to enabling and
empowering people to get what they want from their lives. Dunn’s
appointment as RNC chair marks the first time a woman has held that
leadership position since Sally Bradshaw in 1987. "I am thrilled and
grateful to be asked to serve as the next chair of the RNC," Dunn told
YAHOO! News in a statement. "I am excited to meet with Republicans
across the country and look forward to serving the causes that are vital to
the country's future." Dunn has been a vocal supporter of GOP and
conservative women leaders. "There are so many powerful women who
are already making a difference in so many communities," Dunn told
radio host Laura Ingraham. "We need to continue to build a pipeline of
women who are willing to be bold, ambitious and aggressive." According
to Dunn, the current GOP leadership and brand of the party is not
exciting to women voters. She wants to return the GOP to its core values
and believes the party is very well positioned for the 04aeff104c
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